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THIS IS WHAT IT’S LIKE RIDING IN A CAB 
WITH TERRI: CELL PHONE RINGS. IT’S A 
GIRLFRIEND. SHE’S HAVING STAGE 
FRIGHT. TERRI TALKS HER OFF THE 
LEDGE AND ON TO THE PODIUM. PHONE 
RINGS AGAIN. ANOTHER GIRLFRIEND. 
DOG DIED. TERRI GIVES HER A PRIMER 
ON GRIEVING. A TEXT COMES IN: TERRI! 
I JUST QUIT MY JOB, COULDN’T HAVE 
DONE IT WITHOUT YOU! AND SO ON. 
TERRI’S THE GIRLFRIEND YOU CALL 
WHEN IT ALL HITS THE FAN.

Here’s the scene: Terri and I are walking arm-in-arm 
in the East Vi l lage in Manhattan. I ’m crisis smoking 
(I only pull out the Marlboros for nervous breakdowns 
and the occasional roof-top party.)  I ’m in the midst 
of one of the toughest t imes of my l i fe. And I share 
with Terri  that because at this point I ’m a nut case, 
every morning I’m waking up with this very speci�c, 
very negative vision of the future in my head. It ’s a 
painful picture. It  makes me want to hurl .  I  need to 
make it  stop.

And as much as I know—beyond a shadow of a doubt—
that the changes I ’m making in my l i fe wi l l  lead to 
tremendous joy, I can’t help but slip into that incessant, 
negat ive  thought  pat te rn .  So I  ask  Ter r i ,  “What ’s  
w i th  that  fucked up thought  pat te rn?”  

JUMP CUT TO PRESENT TIME:

Daniel le:  So Ter,  what’d you tel l  me walking down 
East 13th when I  was a nut case?

Terri: We need to lay down some new neuropathways 
for you. 

D: Yes, yes you did. And we laid those new neuropathways 
DOWN. So T’Love, educate us: What’s a neuropathway?
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T: Neuropathways are pathways in your brain—thought 
patterns, automatic thoughts. Neuropathways are also 
our habits. It’s how we know how to tie our shoes or 
drive to work without consciously thinking about i t .  
So whether it’s a more obvious habit or an emotional 
habi t ,  our  bra in l i tera l ly  lays down grooves.  These 
repet i t ive thoughts can be posi t ive or  negat ive.  

Negative neuropathways, or thought patterns, form 
largely in reaction to limiting beliefs that get planted in  
      us at an earlier phase of development,  
      l ike childhood. Basically, we were  
      trained to believe negative things  
      about ourselves or how life works,  
      and that creates a negative rut in  
      our minds.

      D: So let me interpret this for myself.  
      I was in a situation in my life that  
      was consistent ly  d isappoint ing.  
That  repet i t ive d isappointment  created a negat ive 
neuropathway for me—a bad groove. So when I would 
envision certain aspects of my future, rather than being 
on the happy/ful�llment track, I’d slide onto the familiar 
“disappointed” track. And from that place, I’d envision 
a disappointing future. Downer.

T: Yep, that’s how it works.

D: So you helped me create a new, much more positive 
neuropathway, or thought pattern, of possibility. And it 
was really sanity-saving. Really, I’m so grateful. I stil l 
use that method when I have any future-focused negativity 
come up. 

So let’s lay this out for everyone. Tell us what we need 
to do to create new mind grooves. And can you use a 
client example, please? Because I’m already feeling a 
bit exposed—enough about me.

T: You got it. Let me give you an example of switching 
up negative neuropathways around money issues…

NEUROPATHWAYS 
ARE PATHWAYS IN 

YOUR BRAIN — 
THOUGHT PATTERNS, 

AUTOMATIC THOUGHTS.
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Step 1: Awareness of the power of your 
thoughts and a desire to change

First, you have to be conscious enough in 
your life to realize that you have power over 
your thoughts. Sometimes you just have to 
be in enough pain to say, “These thoughts 
are not bringing me what I want.” And you 
truly have to want to change.

Step 2: Deconstruct the thought pattern so 
that you can move to:

Step 2½: Identify the original injury that 
caused the thought pattern to take hold

In order to change a default way 
of thinking, we must get to the 
original injury. What was the event 
or circumstance that created a 
strong enough impression in your 
mind that it became a belief, or 
a default thought form? In order 
to uncover the original injury, 
we start by scanning the past.

An example: A client, let’s call her Ann, is 
deal ing with issues around money in her 
current life. So we go back to her early stories 
about the topic. “How was money handled 
in your family of origin?”, “Who had the power 
a round money?” ,  “Was money used as  
punishment, or as a reward?” 

And then it’s really about uncovering what 
we call in therapeutic language, “the original 
injury.” 

CREATING NEW MIND 
GROOVES

In Ann’s case, her mother was super depen-
dent on her father to handle the money in
the family. I usually have people write in a 
journal about it. 

Ann came up with this: “When my mother 
couldn’t make a decision about purchasing 
something for me at the store without clearing 
it with my father, that made me feel that she 
was not powerful .  I t  made me feel  l ike I  
couldn’t trust her because she didn’t have  
decision-making power. So as a kid, I knew 
that my father had the power.”

And there we have the original wound. Because  
she wanted to be like her mom  
w h e n  s h e  w a s  a  l i t t l e  g i r l ,   
t h e re  w a s  a  c o n � i c t  a b o u t   
her becoming masterful around  
money and her being a woman.  
So since being good with money  
would make her  not  l ike her   
mom, and not l ike a woman, 
she  unconsc ious ly  adopted  
the bel ief  that women aren’t   
good with money— that became 

her neuropathway. When we broke it down
in that way, Ann could see that that’s just
a limiting belief. It isn’t actually true.

Step 3: See a new way of being

Then we ask questions that pull the situation 
into the present: “How would it feel to be 
masterful around money?” And we can start 
to imagine new possibilities emerging. She 
could be a woman and emulate the good 
parts of her mom, and be masterful with 
money. And this is where the new neuropath-
way starts to carve itself out.

FIRST, YOU HAVE TO BE 
CONSCIOUS ENOUGH IN 
YOUR LIFE TO REALIZE 
THAT YOU HAVE POWER
OVER YOUR THOUGHTS.
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D: Is the original wounding always from childhood 
stuff? Because in an, ahem, therapeutic context, I’m 
so tired of hearing that we never get over what happened 
to us as kids. Neuropathways get created within our 
adult experience as well, right?

T:  Yes because we have the power to create new 
neuropathways at any age. Taking salsa lessons as 
an adult will inspire your brain
to lay down new pathways. 

But you are really talking about
negative and l imiting beliefs, 
and although we do develop 
negative neuropathways from 
adult experiences, those tend 
to happen more from traumatic
events. In my experience the 
most deeply held, limiting beliefs—
or most injuries that are getting 
in the way of our authenticity—
come from childhood experiences.
I t  usua l ly  is  someth ing that  
happened at an earlier phase of development that is 
not complete, that may be unacknowledged, and is 
stil l in your unconscious mind, informing your life.

I know it’s boring but that seems to be the way it is. 
But i t ’s good news because . . .  at  least we know 
where to look for the source of the problem, right? 
It’s all condensed in one place. 

VICTIMHOOD & YOUR SECURITY BLANKY

D: Negative emotions have their own kind of adrenaline 
rush and thrill. I can see how people get hooked on 
them, but ultimately, that just locks you into victim 
mode.

T: When we get accustomed to negative feelings they 
become like our security blanky, our wooby. Being 
in love with your misery is l ike holding on to your 
wooby. But what you don’t see is that it’s not keeping 
you warm, there are all these holes in it, it’s �lled with 
pieces of glass and junk, and your wooby is actually 
making you itch and bleed.
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CHANGE YOUR FEELINGS 
AND YOU CHANGE 
YOUR MIND.

YOUR NEUROPATHWAYS ON THE GO

A lifeline in an anxiety attack, or a deeper 
meditation for washing away fear, here’s 
how to point yourself toward the positive: 

1
STOP THE THOUGHT—
ABRUPTLY IF NEED BE.

A nasty thought pattern surfaces. Stop 
it immediately and say, “I’m not going 
with that thought. That causes me pain.” 
You can do something to change that 
thought .  And when you change that  
thought, your feelings will follow. 

2
LOCATE THE THOUGHT IN YOUR 
BODY… AND BREATHE.

There’s always a constriction in your body 
that comes along with the limiting thought. 
And it’s always fear-driven—fear that you 
can’t control what’s happening, fear that 
it’s never going to change, fear that you 
won’t know what to do. So you name the 
feeling as fear and you breathe into it—
breathe as slowly, as fast, as long as you 
need to. Visualize the fear leaving your 
body with every exhalation.



CHANGE YOUR MIND,
AND YOU CHANGE 
YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES

3
PUT IN SOME GRATITUDE.

Fill that space with gratitude. It works. 
If you can’t �nd something in your moment 
of fear to be grateful for, just imagine 
things that feel good, and pull up some 
pictures on your phone of people you 
love. As you soon as you can feel grati-
tude, you know you’ve moved out of the 
fearful thought.

4
AFFIRM THE POSITIVE.

Your af�rmation can be as simple as 
“I’m okay.” or “I’m free.” Or as big as, 
“I trust in the power of the divine.” Use 
words to reassure yourself of the strength 
within you and what’s possible.



D: Your security blanket is toxic.

T: Yes! The truth is, you don’t need that wooby because 
it’s not serving you. It’s a learned helplessness that can 
be unlearned. 

 You have to ask yourself if you’re blaming others  
 for your circumstances. Because we have no control  
 over what other people do in our lives, even the  
 people we love. But we have a 100% control over  
 how we choose to respond to the way other people  
 are in our lives and our circumstances. 

 And no matter what circumstance you are in, no  
 matter who’s doing what, even extreme circum- 
 stances of abuse, the perpetrator is 50% and 
the other person is 50%. Because you have choices 
about what to do, even though it’s scary to change. 

T: As much as people don’t like to think about their own 
victim status, it’s often there because there’s a secondary 
gain to it. 

Secondary gain is the “bene�ts” to your crappy situation. 
It goes like this: If you’re the victim, then you get to blame 
other people. “If she would only change … If my boss wasn’t 
such an asshole, then I’d be able to shine at work …”. 
The secondary gain is that you don’t have to take full 
responsibility for your life. You don’t have to be vulner-
able. You don’t have to change if you’re waiting for the 
other person to change �rst.

So let’s talk about when people stay in really terrible 
circumstances l ike an abusive relat ionship. This is 
tr icky to discuss because some people reading this 
wil l be thinking, “Nobody actually wants to be in an 
abusive marriage!” And I agree. Consciously, nobody 

THE HIDDEN BENEFITS 
OF STAYING IN VICTIM 
MODE

AS MUCH AS PEOPLE DON’T 
LIKE TO THINK ABOUT THEIR 

OWN VICTIM STATUS, IT’S 
OFTEN THERE BECAUSE 
THERE’S A SECONDARY 

GAIN TO IT. 
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wants to be in that situation. But it’s a powerful example of 
how secondary gain works. Here, the secondary gain is very 
hidden. It’s about the things you get to not do as a result of 
enduring the situation.

For a woman or man who stays in a bad relationship, their 
secondary gain is that they don’t have to attempt to be in a 
healthy relationship and risk fai l ing. They get to stay in a 
situation where they get to tell everyone how terrible the other 
person is. They get support and sympathy from others. They 
get people trying to help them. They don’t have to go out on 
their own, be alone in their life, and get to know themselves. 
They don’t have to look at why they’re staying. Again, they 
get to avoid being vulnerable.

Now, I’m not saying that people stay in crappy 
relationships for this reason alone. But as a 
therapist, understanding what the secondary 
gain is in any bad situation is very, very helpful 
to the cl ient. So they can get honest about, 
“You know, you’re right. I’m afraid to be with 
someone else.  I ’ve never been in a healthy 
relationship. I don’t think I know how to do it.” 

D: So then we go back to neuropathways. Analyzing the nega-
tive tracks, and laying down new positive tracks. Full circle.

T: Full circle.

D: So what do you see happen for people when they turn 
default thoughts into conscious, positive thoughts?

T: They’re not on auto-pilot anymore so their authentic self 
starts to emerge. The light in people gets turned up. I could 
have a client who I have seen for years—they come in feeling 
so beaten down, they talk about the same things. Their light 
has been medium to dull. When they take the bold step to stop 
habitual negative thought patterns, they are taking a leap into 
the light. 

MAKING WAY FOR 
THE LIGHT

SO THEN WE GO BACK TO 
NEUROPATHWAYS. ANALYZING 
THE NEGATIVE TRACKS, AND 
LAYING DOWN NEW POSITIVE 
TRACKS. FULL CIRCLE.
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Daniel le LaPorte

DanielleLaPorte.com
@DanielleLaPorte

Terri  Cole

TerriCole.com
@terri_cole

“You mean maybe I  could have a good relat ionship? 
You mean that’s possible for me to have the career that 
I want really? Are you sure it’s not too late for me?” 

When they stop repeating the old, negative script, new 
possibilities show up. When they learn that words have 
such power—words can keep them stuck by reinforcing 
negative neuropathways—they become super mindful of 
the way they talk to and about themselves. The expansion
in their mind of their own potential has them say, “Well I 
used to believe this, but I don’t anymore.” 

When you realize how you feel and what you think can 
be a choice, and you wake up enough in your life to choose 
thoughts and behaviors in alignment with what you want, 
what shifts is everything. You become more creative. You 
lose weight naturally. You laugh more. You get excited 
about your life. 

D: You get excited! 

T: Yep—you get really, really excited.

DANIELLELAPORTE.COM

“With an organic elegance The Desire Map couples 
our primal desire-energy with the inborn intelligence of 
our feelings. The result? Optimizing our time on Earth. 
LaPorte’s joie de vivre is contagious. Prepare to catch it!

Michael Bernard Beckwith Life Visioning 
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